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NEWSLETTER
DEFINITY AUDIO® - A TRUE MULTI-ROLE SYSTEM

Since the day I became an audiophile, I have always thought of getting a multi-role sound
system but could not find one. All the famous brands of speakers and systems that I have
owned and used are 'job specific'.
Until last July, that was when I found out about the DEFINITY M6 speakers by DEFINITY
AUDIO® (a subsidiary of GECKO®). I was at their Singapore showroom listening to music and
sound tracks of movies that I am familiar with, I knew right away these are the speakers system
for me.
My family is involve in a wide range of trades and industries, with one of them being the timber
trade. I am very familiar with the solid Keledang wood that the designer Daniel J.K. Foo uses for
making the DEFINITY M6 cabinets. The Keledang (Artocarpus spp.) tree takes up to twenty-five
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years just to grow to the size of
30cm in diameter, thus making it
rare and hard to find in the
market. I would say not only do
the DEFINITY M6 speakers
sounds fantastic, they are also
art pieces worth collecting!
Now I own a pair of the
DEFINITY M6 6.5”
C.R.I.S.T.A.L.® Audiophile
reference speakers, powered by
a unit of DEFINITY AUDIO® α-1
C.R.I.S.T.A.L.® Audiophile ClassH integrated amplifier. I use
GECKO® TRUTH T2 audiophile
grade speaker cables and T3AL
audiophile grade signal cables on
my system for uncompromised
sound quality. I am happy to
have a full set of system with
C.R.I.S.T.A.L.® Audiophile
technology for my new place!

DEFINITY AUDIO®
DEFINITY M6 6.5”
C.R.I.S.T.A.L.®
Audiophile reference
speaker.

I have always liked good movies
but I wouldn't go to the cinemas
because the cinema sound
quality is usually pretty bad, so now I always watch at home. Guess what,
there is no movie that I didn't finish watching as I really loved the clarity,
imaging, and details of the sound coming out from my DEFINITY AUDIO®
system. My wife would now even make it a daily routine to turn on music
in the morning while making breakfast for me and in the evening when we
are back from work to enjoy the 'companionship' of DEFINITY AUDIO®
sound.
Who needs a subwoofer? I just realised this pair of DEFINITY M6
speakers are just astounding and is able to play low frequencies just
right. The DEFINITY AUDIO® system is so clear and precise that I am
able to hear noise on certain recordings which I am not able to hear on
my other systems. The DEFINITY AUDIO® is extremely quiet too. This
has really redefined the true sound in a sound enthusiast like me.
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The complete DEFINITY AUDIO® system is
truly a state-of-the-art masterpiece as it is
simple, neat, and easy to operate. The
mastering grade DEFINITY AUDIO® α-1
C.R.I.S.T.A.L.® Audiophile Class-H integrated
amplifier even comes with aptX™ compatible
bluetooth function which is very convenient
for user like me who plays a lot of my songs
on high-resolution digital format.
And thank you GECKO® for bringing the
gospel of sound to the world again and I
hope that everyone can benefit from Gecko
Music Group.

DEFINITY AUDIO® α-1 C.R.I.S.T.A.L.® Audiophile
Class-H integrated amplifier.

Note: This article is contributed by owner.

“I really loved the clarity, imaging, and details of the
sound coming out from my DEFINITY AUDIO®
system.”
- OWNER
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